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Reunited DÉTENTE Working On New Material - Oct. 4, 2008

Reunited California-based metallers DÉTENTE — featuring vocalist Ann
Boleyn  (HELLION)  and  guitarist  Michael  Carlino  (FEAR  OF  GOD)
alongside original  DÉTENTE  members Dennis  Butler  (drums),  Caleb
Quinn  (guitar)  and  Steve  Hochheiser  (bass)  —  have  issued  the
following update:

"DÉTENTE will  take a couple months off from playing live to focus on
new material. The new material will be introduced in December at a Los
Angeles show soon to be announced."

Video footage of DÉTENTE performing at the Headbangers Open Air
festival on July 25, 2008 at the Ballroom in Hamburg, Germany can be
viewed below (clips uploaded by YouTube user "stoneagelightning").

Cognitive Records/MVD Entertainment  Group  has just  released the
"History I" CD containing the original four-song demo from DÉTENTE
plus the demo from the post-DÉTENTE band CATALEPSY. According to
a press release, "The original  [DÉTENTE] four-song demo recorded in
1985 generated such excitement in the extreme metal scene that [UK's]
Kerrang!  [magazine]  called  DÉTENTE  the  'most  promising  band  to
emerge from the thrash genre.' Mastered and available for the first time
this  recording has  been  coupled with  the  [demo recording from the]
post-DÉTENTE  [band]  CATALEPSY.  CATALEPSY  featured  the
DÉTENTE songwriting duo of Steve Hochheiser and Ross Robinson as
well  as  MACHINE  HEAD's  Dave  McClain  on  drums.  Critics  praised
CATALEPSY  as one of  the first  progressive thrash  bands and as the
natural evolution of DÉTENTE."

"History I" CD track listing:

01. Holy War
02. Widow's Walk
03. Shattered Illusions
04. Vultures in the Sky
05. An Offering
06. Obituary Fear
07. Evil Within
08. Under the influence
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ALL THAT REMAINS
"Overcome"

TOM MORELLO: THE
NIGHTWATCHMAN
"This Fabled City"

JEFF LOOMIS
"Zero Order Phase"

PYRAMAZE
"Immortal"

09. Who Can You Trust?
10. Law and Disorder

DÉTENTE's classic album "Recognize No Authority"  was reissued in
July 2007 via MVD Audio.

"Recognize No  Authority"  was a  critically  acclaimed recording that
maintains a cult following to this day. It was also the launching ground
for nu-metal metal producer Ross Robinson (KORN, SLIPKNOT, FEAR
FACTORY,  SOULFLY)  who  plays  guitar  on  the  album.  The  CD also
marked the first full-length release by FEAR OF GOD's Dawn Crosby,
who sadly passed away on December 15, 1996.

"Widow's Walk":

"It's Your Fate":
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The Slipknot Quiz

Think you know Slipknot?

Take the quiz now & win!
Slipknot.quizrewardsnow.com

Disc Duplication
Systems

CD/DVD/BD Duplicators,

Printers and Disc

Wrappers, Supplies &

Advice!
www.SummationTechnology.com

Listen To Free Music

Get Lyrics, News, Radio

& Listen To Tons of

Albums! Free Music

Toolbar
Music.alottoolbars.com

LP/Vinyl to CD
Conversion

Play records and

cassettes. Burn LPs and

cassettes to CDs.
www.FirstStreetOnline.com

To  report  any  abusive,  obscene,  defamatory,  racist,  homophobic  or
threatening comments, or  anything that may violate any applicable laws,
please  send an  e-mail  to  bmouth@bellatlantic.net  with  pertinent  details.
Anyone posting such material will be immediately and permanently banned.
IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing these conditions.

COMMENT | Ann Boleyn is great!
posted by : mc666isking
10/4/2008 3:54:45 PM

i look forward to new material from them. Dawn would be proud.

COMMENT | Fucking awesome Band
posted by : Blackened110
10/4/2008 5:17:23 PM

I never heard of them until I read this article, I just looked them up
now on youtube and this band is amazing. Its awesome to see all the
older bands comming back and makine new albums.

I cannot wait for the new Sacrifice and Believer albums!!!

COMMENT | shit circus
posted by : brovarnm
10/4/2008 11:02:37 PM

wtf? i thought dawn crosby was dead! what's going on here?!?

if anything, bring back FEAR OF GOD!!!!

COMMENT | (shit circus) SORRY
posted by : brovarnm
10/4/2008 11:08:57 PM

my stupid computer didn't bring up the story, just the video links. i
see  now that  Dawn  has  a  replacement.  i'm a  loser......  but  she
should front a FEAR OF GOD REUNION, within the veil is one of the
greatest issues of all time!

COMMENT |
posted by : The Space Lord
10/5/2008 3:00:27 AM

"Detente, General. You don't have it and I don't have it."

I had to work in a quote from "For Your Eyes Only" somewhere. But
really, they were a pretty decent band.
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